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To whom it may concern,
Please find enclosed a PDF version of the City of Port Adelaide Enfield’s complete submission with respect to the revised
Planning and Design Code (Phase 3). This consists of three components:
1. Covering letter
2. Technical submission
3. Spatial issues/amendment requests.
Please note that Item (2) above was also submitted through the Consult24 platform, and Item (3) will also be emailed
separately to planningreformsubmission@sa.gov.au.
The attached email is being sent as a combined document (including items 1, 2, and 3 above) in a single format for
completeness and in case there are any technical issues with the individual submissions.
Regards,
Michael Kobas
Urban Planner
163 St Vincent Street Port Adelaide SA 5015
PO Box 110 Port Adelaide SA 5015
T: 08
E:

Please submit large files via my Dropbox
www.cityofpae.sa.gov.au
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Disclaimer This e-mail is from the City of Port Adelaide Enfield. The contents are intended only for the named recipient of this e-mail
and may be confidential.
If the reader of this e-mail is not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any use reproduction disclosure or distribution
of the information contained in the e-mail is prohibited.
If you have received this e-mail in error please reply to us immediately and delete the document.
The City of Port Adelaide Enfield advises that in order to comply with its obligations under the State Records Act 1997 and the
Freedom of Information Act 1991 email messages are monitored and may be accessed by Council staff and (in limited
circumstances) third parties.
Any loss/damage incurred by using this material is not the sender's responsibility. The City of Port Adelaide Enfield's entire liability
will be limited to re-supplying the material.
No warranty is made that this material is free from computer virus or other defect.
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PAE technical submission re Revised Planning and Design Code
Caravan and Tourist Park Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.


The Restricted Development table includes a 1,000 square metre trigger for shops. This is a
considerable policy change from the existing Development Plan.

To maintain policy neutrality with the exiting Development Plan it is recommended that the numerical
standards from DTS/DPF 1.6 be transferred into PO 1.6

Coastal Waters and Offshore Islands Zone


no comment

Community Facilities Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.

Conservation Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.


Desired Outcome 1 refers to “…provision of opportunities for the public to experience these through
low-impact recreational and tourism development.” For Folland Park (at Northfield), public access is
not appropriate (though it may be appropriate in other Conservation Zones such as R B Connolly
Reserve in North Haven). It is assumed that other conservation areas in the state may have similar
public access restrictions.
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To address this, it is recommended that reference to public access be excluded from Folland Park as a
new Performance Outcome

Employment (Bulk Handling) Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.


The zone is generally focussed on the bulk handling of agricultural products and is typically used in
rural areas. The subject site in PAE is as a distribution hub for Woolworths supermarkets. The
current zone supports up to 7,500sqm of office floor space but the new Code Zone only encourages
150 sqm of office space.

To address this, it recommended that site be zoned differently and to the same zoning that applies to
other supermarket distribution centres in the metropolitan area (e.g. Aldi and Metcash sites in PAE
are located within the Employment Zone)

Employment Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.


This zone overreaches in its efforts to bring fundamentally different areas together under the one
zone i.e. Commercial Zone (along Main roads), the Light Industry Zone (on the periphery but part of
major industrial areas) the Mixed Use zone at Islington (Islington Shopping Centre) and the
Industry/Business (Gepps Cross Gateway) zone. It ends up unnecessarily comprising these areas and
is likely to result in unintended development outcomes.

To address this, it is recommended that:
o the coverage of the zone be reduced;
o a light industry zone be reinstated (or at least the Light Industry Overlay applied) over current
Light Industry zoned land;
o the Islington Shopping Centre site be rezoned to the Suburban Activity Centre zone; and
o the retail floor space guidance and suitability of land uses along main roads in current Commercial
zones (e.g. tourist accommodation and hotels) be revisited and reconsidered.
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Established Neighbourhood Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.


The Desired Outcome is focussed on the fit of new development in the zone but also needs to reflect
the importance of preserving existing development patterns and built form as fundamental to
maintaining predominant streetscape and area character.

To address this, it is recommended that current DO 1 be renumbered to DO 2 and that a new DO 1 be
introduced that seeks the maintenance of predominant streetscape character by the preservation of
existing development patterns and built form.



DTS/DPF 1.2(c) and (d) provide certain floor area limits for shops, consulting rooms and offices.
The current proposals may have unintended consequences on the centres hierarchy. Also,
especially in the case of 1.2(d), Residential amenity is unlikely to be maintained at 200 square
metres floor area.

To address this, it is recommended that DTS/DPF 1.2(c) and (d) are deleted

General Neighbourhood Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.



DTS/DPF 1.5(a) and (b) provide certain floor area limits for shops, consulting rooms and offices.
The current proposals may have unintended consequences on the centres hierarchy. Also,
especially in the case of 1.5(c), Residential amenity is unlikely to be maintained at 200 square
metres floor area.

To address this, it is recommended that DTS/DPF 1.5(a) and (b) are deleted


PO 1.6 and DTS/DPF 1.6 provide for single allotment expansion of activity centres on both sides of an
activity centre but also expansion into multiple properties across the road from an activity centre.
The latter presents the scenario of a significant change in land use that should instead be dealt with
through the Code Amendment rezoning process.
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To address this, it is recommended that DTS/DPF 1.6 is rewritten as follows:
“A shop, consulting room or office does not exceed 200m² gross leasable floor area (individually or
combined, in a single building) where the primary street boundary adjoins an Activity
Centre (excluding allotments separated by a public road).”


DTS/DPF 7.1 may benefit with rewording to take account of two storey development.

To address this, it is recommended that DTS/DPF 7.1 is rewritten as follows:
“Dwelling walls in a semi-detached, row or terrace arrangement are set back at least:
(a)

900mm for the first building level; and

(b)

1.5m for any second building level;

from side boundaries shared with allotments outside the development site.”


Table 2 sets a Deemed-to-Satisfy pathway for land divisions. It is understood that Deemed-toSatisfy land divisions can therefore be privately certified. This assessment pathway is not
supported – land divisions should always be performance assessed.

To address this, it is recommended that Land Divisions are removed from Table 2 (Deemed-to-Satisfy
classification)



DTS/DPF 2.1 seeks group dwellings to have a minimum frontage width of 15 metres. In Council’s
experience this dimension is impractical. It is considered important for the Code to have a larger
dimension.

To address this, it is recommended that the minimum site/allotment frontage in DTS/DPF 2.1 (for
group dwellings) is increased from 15 metres to 18 metres.

Home Industry Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.



DTS/DPF 1.2(c)(ii) refers to “any outdoor area used related to business storage or display
purposes”, but the envisaged land uses under DTS 1.1 do not give real need for the display of
goods
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To address this, it is recommended that the words “or display purposes” is removed from DTS/DPF
1.2(c)(ii)

Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.


This zone has been applied to land immediately to the south of the Greyhound Racing SA’s (GRSA)
Angle Park racecourse that was only recently rezoned to allow residential development. The further
rezoning of this land by the Code removes all of the detailed policy that was provided to help
manage interface issues. It has also mistakenly set a TNV for dwelling site area of 10 hectares.

To address this, it is recommended that the Interface Management Overlay be applied over that part of the
zone immediately to the south of the GRSA site at Angle Park and that new TVNs for site area per dwelling
be introduced based on current Development Plan provisions, namely:
o
o
o
o
o

Detached dwelling-200sqm
Semi-detached dwelling 180sqm
Group dwelling – 150sqm
Residential Flat Building - 80 sqm average
Row dwelling -120 sqm



DTS/DPF 1.3(a) and (b) provide certain floor area limits for shops, consulting rooms and offices. The
current proposals may have unintended consequences on the centres hierarchy. Also, especially in
the case of 1.3(b), Residential amenity is unlikely to be maintained at 200 square metres floor area.

To address this, it is recommended that DTS/DPF 1.3(a) and (b) are deleted


PO 1.4 and DTS/DPF 1.4 provide for single allotment expansion of activity centres on both sides of an
activity centre but also expansion into multiple properties across the road from an activity centre.
The latter presents the scenario of a significant change in land use that should instead be dealt with
through the Code Amendment rezoning process.

To address this, it is recommended that DTS/DPF 1.4 is rewritten as follows:
“A shop, consulting room or office does not exceed 200m² gross leasable floor area (individually or
combined, in a single building) where the primary street boundary adjoins an Activity Centre
(excluding allotments separated by a public road).”
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Table 2 sets a Deemed-to-Satisfy pathway for land divisions. It is understood that Deemed-toSatisfy land divisions can therefore be privately certified. This assessment pathway is not
supported – land divisions should always be performance assessed.

To address this, it is recommended that Land Divisions are removed from Table 2 (Deemed-to-Satisfy
classification)



DTS/DPF 1.6(d) refers to the alteration/addition of existing educational establishments, but is
considered to benefit from a slight adjustment in wording

To address this, it is recommended that the expression “, for those works being proposed” is added to
DTS/DPF 1.6(d)

Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.


This zone covers the water, boat ramp, marina berths and surrounding land areas in the North Haven
Marina and Marina Adelaide at Snowden’s Beach. Uses such as tourist accommodation, dwellings
and residential flat buildings are envisaged in the land areas but are sensitive uses that are not
appropriate for the Marina Adelaide site at Snowden’s Beach given the proximity of nearby industry.

To address this, it is recommended that either the boundaries of this zone be redrawn around the water
area of Marina Adelaide at Snowden’s Beach or that new policy be introduced into the zone to clearly
indicate that dwellings, residential flat buildings, tourist accommodation and other sensitive uses are not
appropriate in this area. If this is done, it may then be appropriate to also rezone the Yacht Squadron site
at Outer Harbour to the Infrastructure (Ferry and Marina Facilities) Zone.


Existing car parking provisions for boat berths have not been carried over from the development
Plan to the Code

To address this, it is recommended that Table 1 General Off Street Car Peking Requirements in the General
Development Policies be amended to include boat berths and that the current car parking requirement of
two car parking spaces for every three boat berths be reinstated. This may also require consequential
changes to the land use definitions to define boat berths and the introduction of a PO in the zone to call up
this table.
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Local Activity Centre Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.



The Zone appears to exempt certain developments expected to operate on a 24-hour basis (e.g.
retail fuel outlets) from public notification. This is not supported, and it is considered
appropriate to allow nearby residents to have an opportunity to comment on such applications.

To address this, it is recommended that developments that typically operate on a 24-hour basis are
added to the public notification table

Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.


The Code rezones an area of recently rezoned land at Northfield (off Briens Rd) from Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone to the Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone. This dramatically changes the
zoning rules for this area. The existing Concept Plan for this area has been removed, carefully
developed nuanced policy has been removed and two storey height limits are removed in lieu of a
general three storey height guide and the promotion of up to six storey high density development
around an activity centre, open space and public transport.

To address this, it is recommended that existing Concept Plan Map PAdE/51 Northfield Land Use and
Access is reinstated and that either TNVs be allowed into this zone so that the current dwelling site areas,
frontages and rear setbacks can be carried over or that an alternative zone that allows TNVs be applied to
this land.


The Code also proposes to rezone the current Suburban Neighbourhood Zone at Lightsview to the
Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone. Given that this area is now almost fully established, the
application of this zone is not appropriate. An open ended Emerging Activity Subzone and no TNVs
for site areas or frontages in what is now essentially an established area may have unintended
consequences of incrementally undoing the on the ground outcomes that have been delivered by
the original formative master planning process for this area.
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To address this, it is recommended that alternative zones be selected for Lightsview than reflect the
existence of already established activity centres (e.g. Suburban Activity Centre Zone) and allows existing
dwelling site areas and frontages to be carried over as TNVs (e.g. Suburban Neighbourhood Zone or
Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone).


The Code also proposes that this zone be applied to the large future development area at Oakden
and Gilles Plains. This will allow 3 storey dwellings through the Deemed to Satisfy assessment
pathway and support up to 6 storey high density development around an activity centre, open space
or public transport. There are no transition arrangements for new development near existing
residences in the area and a Concept Plan has not been introduced notwithstanding Council’s
request in its earlier submission and the fact that the owner of the land, Renewal SA, has prepared
and included both a Structure Plan and a Council prepared ‘Oakden and Gilles Plains Design Outcome
Guide’ in its current Registration of Interest document for developers.

To address this, it is recommended that a Concept Plan be introduced for this area and that building height
transition requirements be incorporated into the Concept Plan


There is inconsistent application of the Emerging Activity Centre Subzone and the Noise and Air
Emissions Overlay across the Master Planned Neighbourhood zone.

To address this, it is recommended that the Commission review the application of the Emerging Activity
Centre Subzone and the Air and Noise Emissions Overlay across all sites proposed to be zoned Master
Planned Neighbourhood. Given the broad mix of uses envisaged by this zone and the flexibility associated
with the location of activity centres, the Air and Noise Emissions Overlay should be widely and consistently
applied.


There is minimal guidance in the zone provisions to assess proposals for the creation of an Activity
Centre Subzone. In particular, there is little guidance about how the size and location of an activity
centre should be determined.

To address this, it is recommended that additional Performance Outcomes be introduced into the zone
(and / or the Emerging Activity Subzone) to help guide decisions about the size and location of activity
centres.



DTS/DPF 7.1 and DTS 10.1 are considered to benefit from a slight adjustment in wording.

To address this, it is recommended that the existing reference in DTS/DPF 7.1 and DTS/DPF 10.1 to “a
building envelope plan” are replaced with “an approved building envelope plan”

Open Space Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).
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To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.


This Zone replaces the existing Coastal Open Space zone and MOSS zone with a single Open Space
zone. Per its previous submission, Council remains concerned about the loss of the MOSS zone. If this
zone is not to be reinstated, it considers that additional MOSS zoned areas should be rezoned to the
Conservation Zone rather than the Open Space zone.

To address this, it is recommended that the MOSS zone be reinstated but in the event that this is not
supported, additional areas currently zoned MOSS should be rezoned to the Conservation Zone rather than
the Open Space Zone. One of these areas is Biodiversity Park at Outer Harbor.


There are significant differences between in-land and coastal open space areas and greater
recognition of these differences may be required.

To address this, it is recommended that consideration be given to the creation of Coastal Open Space
Subzone as Council understands may be being advocated for by the Coast Protection Board.

Recreation Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.

Strategic Employment Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.


The promotion of a wide range of non-industry related uses at the edges of major industrial areas as
an interface control measure reduces the amount of land available for industrial uses, introduces
new uses that will potentially disrupt the activities of existing industrial uses and may create new
interface conflicts with adjacent and nearby residential areas.
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To address this, it is recommended that the provisions that support non industrial related uses at the
edges of this zone be deleted and that instead, edge conditions be dealt with via either rezoning or
strengthened interface management policies.



The removal of non-complying development and the support for a wider range of potentially
sensitive uses within industrial areas increases the opportunity for sensitive development to
locate around hazardous and potentially hazardous facilities and increases the risk of exposure
to the consequences of major accidents.

To address this, it is recommended that a new Hazardous Facilities Overlay be introduced to apply within

this zone (and surrounding zones where appropriate). It is recommended that the Overlay require
that the assessment of sensitive uses in proximity to Major Hazard Facilities be referred to an
appropriate State Agency (e.g. SafeWork SA) for direction.


Special Industry is granted an exemption from being classified as restricted development in this zone
in the newly created Gillman, National Naval Shipbuilding and Ports Subzones. It is therefore implied
that that this type of development may be more suitable in these Subzones than in the rest of the
zone. This is unacceptable given that special industry means:
“an industry where the processes carried on, the methods of manufacture adopted or the particular
materials or goods used, produced or stored, are likely— (a) to cause or create dust, fumes, vapours,
smells or gases; or (b) to discharge foul liquid or blood or other substance or impurities liable to
become foul, and thereby— (c) to endanger, injure or detrimentally affect the life, health or property
of any person (other than any person employed or engaged in the industry); or (d) to produce
conditions which are, or may become, offensive or repugnant to the occupiers or users of land in the
locality of or within the vicinity of the locality of the land on which (whether wholly or partly) the
industry is conducted”
Council does not support Special Industry as a suitable land use in its area as it effectively seeks a
license to create offense and danger to people and the environment. With appropriate design,
technology and mitigation strategies, industries that might be otherwise be special industry can be
lifted into the category of general industry. This is what responsible development strives for and
what a responsible planning scheme should aim to ensure. The notion that Special Industry may be
more appropriate in the three nominated subzones is also particularly problematic given the
environmental sensitivities of areas like Gillman, the Dolphin Sanctuary and the close proximity of
established residential areas.

To address this, it is recommended that Special Industry be deleted from Table 4 of the zone.

Suburban Activity Centre Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).
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To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.



The zone allows for standalone residential flat buildings to be built through a Performance
Assessed pathway. This is in contrast to the Development Plan, in which residential flat buildings
are non-complying unless they are built above a non-residential use (e.g. shop) at ground level.

To address this, it is recommended that residential flat buildings are listed as envisaged, but only
where they are built above a non-residential use at ground level.

Suburban Neighbourhood Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.


DTS/DPF 1.3(a) and (b) provide certain floor area limits for shops, consulting rooms and offices. The
current proposals may have unintended consequences on the centres hierarchy. Also, especially in
the case of 1.3(b), Residential amenity is unlikely to be maintained at 200 square metres floor area.

To address this, it is recommended that DTS/DPF 1.3(a) and (b) are deleted


PO 1.4 and DTS/DPF 1.4 provide for single allotment expansion of activity centres on both sides of an
activity centre but also expansion into multiple properties across the road from an activity centre.
The latter presents the scenario of a significant change in land use that should instead be dealt with
through the Code Amendment rezoning process.

To address this, it is recommended that DTS/DPF 1.4 is rewritten as follows:
“A shop, consulting room or office does not exceed 200m² gross leasable floor area (individually or
combined, in a single building) where the primary street boundary adjoins an Activity
Centre (excluding allotments separated by a public road).”


Table 2 sets a Deemed-to-Satisfy pathway for land divisions. It is understood that Deemed-toSatisfy land divisions can therefore be privately certified. This assessment pathway is not
supported – land divisions should always be performance assessed.

To address this, it is recommended that Land Divisions are removed from Table 2 (Deemed-to-Satisfy
classification)
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DTS/DPF 1.6(d) refers to the alteration/addition of existing educational establishments, but is
considered to benefit from a slight adjustment in wording

To address this, it is recommended that the expression “, for those works being proposed” is added to
DTS/DPF 1.6(d)


DTS/DPF 1.7(d) refers to the alteration/addition of existing educational establishments, but is
considered to benefit from a slight adjustment in wording

To address this, it is recommended that the expression “, for those works being proposed” is added to
DTS/DPF 1.7(d)

Urban Activity Centre Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.


The Port Adelaide Centre is a large and complex zone that contains an array of different areas with
very different features, attributes and land uses. Whilst the creation of the Port Adelaide Centre
Subzone and the carry-over of existing Development Plan Concept Plans will help to retain some of
the policy differences, there is still a substantial loss of detailed policy guidance - particularly that
provided by the current Desired Character Statements of the 17 policy areas. Uses that are presently
discouraged or non-complying in certain policy areas have little guidance under the Code and shift to
being performance assessed. (For example under the Code, residential flat buildings or tourist
accommodation in the Cruickshanks Corner Policy Area will no longer specifically be discouraged and
adjoining property owners will probably not be notified if there are applications for apartments or
tourist accommodation. This represents a significant and fundamental shift to a policy position that
has consistently been maintained by successive State Governments and Councils over the last twenty
years.)

To address this, it is recommended that unique policy for policy areas is reintroduced and that the Concept
Plans are reformatted and amended to include a Desired Character Statement as part of each Concept
Plan.

Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).
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To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.



The zone lists dwellings as a Deemed-to-Satisfy development. It is understood that Deemed-toSatisfy land divisions can therefore be privately certified. This assessment pathway is not
supported – dwellings should be performance assessed, to maintain consistency with the
current Development Plan (i.e. consent on merit development) and other neighbourhood-type
zones in the Code (which also require a performance assessed pathway)

To address this, it is recommended that dwellings are removed from the Deemed-to-Satisfy table


The zone apparently lacks a minimum allotment size for dwellings. This is in contrast to the
current Development Plan, where detached dwellings have a minimum allotment size of 200m².

To address this, it is recommended that dwellings include an explicit minimum site area i.e. 200m² for
detached dwellings, 150m² for semi-detached dwellings, 100m² for row dwellings, and 80m² (average)
for group dwellings and residential flat buildings – either as a policy, or a Technical and Numerical
Variation


The zone apparently lacks an explicit site coverage provision. It is considered important to add
such a provision, noting that various other neighbourhood-type zones have set a maximum.

To address this, it is recommended that a 60% maximum site coverage provision is added as a
DTS/DPF.


DTS/DPF 1.2 refers to floor area limits for shops, offices and consulting rooms. This may affect
the Activity Centres module, and is likely to affect residential amenity.

To address this, it is recommended that DTS/DPF 1.2 reduces its floor area reference from 250
square metres to 150 square metres


DTS/DPF 1.4(d) refers to the alteration/addition of existing educational establishments, but is
considered to benefit from a slight adjustment in wording

To address this, it is recommended that the expression “, for those works being proposed” is added to
DTS/DPF 1.4(d)

Waterfront Neighbourhood Zone


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).
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To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.

Emerging Activity Centre Subzone (Master Planned Neighbourhood Zone)


The Subzone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the Subzone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the subzone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.


There is minimal guidance in the subzone about how the size and location of an activity centre
should be determined, notwithstanding a reference to “local and neighbourhood level service”

To address this, it is recommended that additional Performance Outcomes be introduced into the zone
(and / or the Emerging Activity Subzone) to help guide decisions about the maximum size and location of
activity centres.


The subzone has no explicit height or area limit for advertisements. This is in contrast to the current
Development Plan, which has Principles of Development Control and non-complying triggers for
specific heights/areas for advertisements.

To address this, it is recommended that a DTS/DPF is added, which contains a height limit of 5 metres for
advertisements


DTS/DPF 1.5(b) should aim to emphasise that the residential land uses are coordinated within the
same building, rather than potentially stand-alone buildings.

To address this, it is recommended that the following new wording is adopted for DTS/DPF 1.5(b):
“Within Activity Centres, dwellings are developed only in conjunction with non-residential uses and sited:
(a)

At upper levels of buildings with non-residential uses located at ground level

or
(b)

Behind non-residential uses within the same building.”

Gillman Subzone (Strategic Employment Zone)


The Subzone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the Subzone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).
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To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the subzone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.

Mixed Use Transition Subzone (Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone)


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.



The zone broadens the number and type of ‘envisaged’ uses in DTS/DPF 1.1 to include uses such
as: Dwelling; Indoor recreation facility; Consulting room; Hotel; Place of worship; Shop; Tourist
accommodation. This is notably broader than the existing Development Plan

To address this, it is recommended that the ‘envisaged’ uses in DTS/DPF be reduced to match the
existing Development Plan.


The subzone allows for “residential and other sensitive” development if adverse impacts are
“minimised in accordance with the Environment Protection Act 1993 requirements”. It is unclear
if residential developments will trigger any referrals to the Environment Protection Authority.
Assuming that referrals are not required, it is unclear whether assessment officers will have the
appropriate technical knowledge to assess impacts in accord with the Environment Protection
Act 1993.

To address this, it is recommended that referrals are triggered to the Environment Protection
Authority for residential and other sensitive developments (in cases where no referral exists)

National Naval Shipbuilding Subzone (Strategic Employment Zone)


The Subzone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the subzone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.

Port Adelaide Centre Subzone (Urban Activity Centre Zone)


The Subzone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the subzone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).
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To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the subzone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan and pertain to the each of the existing 17 policy areas.

Ports Subzone (Strategic Employment Zone)


The Subzone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the subzone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the subzone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.

Retail Activity Centre Subzone (Employment Zone)


The Zone lacks a policy that provides a guide as to the type of development that is generally
inappropriate in the zone (i.e. equivalent intent of PDC 2 in every zone of the SA Planning Policy
Library, version 6).

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO/DTS/DPF is included to the effect of “the following types
of development are generally inappropriate in the zone”. The list of uses should be sourced from the
current Development Plan.



The subzone has no explicit guidance on the maximum floor areas for particular retail uses. This
is in contrast to the current Development Plan, which has tailored non-complying floor area
triggers for various uses. This could have unintended consequences on the centres hierarchy

To address this, it is recommended that floor area limits (from the existing Development Plan) are
reinstated as DTS/DPF provisions.

Affordable Housing overlay


DTS/DPF 4.1 allows for affordable housing dwellings (above ground level in a multistorey
building) to provide 0 parking spaces within 400 m of a public transport stop. This policy is not
supported, and would be expected to generate complaints to Council (from future residents)

To address this, it is recommended that DTS/DPF 4.1(a) is deleted

Character Area overlay


The existing PAE Heritage Guidelines that apply to this are have been removed and need to be
reinstated in the Code in a way that gives them legislative status. It is understood that the
Commission is currently drafting such guidelines but how they will be placed in relation to the
Code has not yet been finally determined.
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To address this, it is recommended that the Commission continue to consult with Council on the
development of these guidelines and it ensures that the guidelines have the same legislative weight as if
they were an integral part of the Code.

Design overlay


no comment

Hazards (Flooding) overlay


The overlay contains DTS/DPF 3.6, which seeks post and wire fences to be erected so that
“fences do not unreasonably impede floodwaters” (PO 3.6). The intent of the PO is understood,
but it may be unrealistic to expect post and wire fences in suburban residential properties.

To address this, it is recommended that other open-style fencing (more typical of suburban residential
locations) be included in DTS/DPF 3.6 e.g. tubular, picket or slat fencing

Hazards (Flooding – General) overlay


no comment

Historic Area overlay


The existing PAE Heritage Guidelines that apply to this area have been removed and need to be
reinstated in the Code in a way that gives them legislative status. It is understood that the
Commission is currently drafting such guidelines but how they will be placed in relation to the
Code has not yet been finally determined.

To address this, it is recommended that the Commission continue to consult with Council on the
development of these guidelines and it ensures that the guidelines have the same legislative weight as if
they were an integral part of the Code.

Historic Shipwrecks overlay


no comment

Heritage Adjacency overlay


no comment

Local Heritage Place overlay


no comment

State Heritage Area overlay


no comment
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State Heritage Place overlay


no comment

Airport Building Heights (Regulated) overlay


no comment

Building Near Airfields overlay


no comment

Defence Aviation Area overlay


no comment

Advertising Near Signalised Intersections overlay


no comment

Future Road Widening overlay


no comment

Key Railway Crossings overlay


no comment

Major Urban Transport Routes overlay


no comment

Noise and Air Emissions overlay


no comment

Non-stop Corridor overlay


no comment

Traffic Generating Development overlay


no comment

Urban Transport Routes overlay


no comment

Gas and Liquid Petroleum Pipelines overlay
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DTS/DPF 1.3 provides a list of land uses that are discouraged, on account of risks of a gas or
liquid petroleum pipeline failure – but is considered to benefit from adjusted terminology.

To address this, it is recommended that the list be further reviewed to confirm if it is extensive
enough e.g. by adding ‘light industry’ or ‘general industry’

Gas and Liquid Petroleum Pipelines (Facilities) overlay


no comment

Stormwater Management overlay


no comment

Adelaide Dolphin Sanctuary overlay


no comment

Coastal Areas overlay


The “Purpose of Referral” for the Coast Protection Board under the Procedural Matters Table
includes assessment of acid sulphate soils. However, there is no related Performance Outcome. This
would be useful, particularly given the “Hazards (Acid Sulfate Soils) Overlay” may not apply to all
coastal areas where potential acid sulphate soils exist.

To address this, it is recommended that a new PO 2.6 be added, to the effect of “Development that
may lead to the disturbance of potential or actual acid sulfate soils should be avoided unless the
disturbance can be managed to avoid harm to the coastal environment, buildings, infrastructure,
primary production and public health”

Coastal Flooding overlay


no comment

Hazards (Acid Sulfate Soils) overlay


There are known areas of Acid Sulfate Soils, particularly in Gillman, that are not mapped despite
being shown in Council, DEW and Australian Government Databases and websites.

To address this, it is recommended that known and elsewhere identified acid sulfate soils areas, especially
at Gillman in the proposed Strategic Employment Zone be mapped so that they can be readily identified
and the policies of the Overlay can be applied.


Having guidelines tied to the planning system instead of, or as well as, the environment protection
system would be beneficial and is a practise employed in other Australian states.
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To address this, it is recommended that the Planning Commission prepare a Practice Direction or Practice
Guideline under the PDI Act to more explicitly outline considerations for development of acid sulfate soil
affected land.

Native Vegetation overlay


no comment

Regulated Trees overlay


no comment

State Significant Native Vegetation overlay


no comment

Urban Tree Canopy overlay


The Urban Tree Canopy overlay requires tree planting and offers discounts for retaining existing
trees. The operation of the tree planting discounts for tree retention needs clearer policy expression
or explanation via a Practise Direction or Practise Guideline.

To address this, it is recommended that the expression of the tree retention discount in DTS/DPF 1.1 be
revised or that the Commission prepare and release a Practise Direction or Practise Guideline explaining
how the tree planting discount for retention policy is to be interpreted.


It is understood that the Commission is also considering establishing a tree planting offset scheme to
enable developers to pay into a fund in lieu of planting the trees required by the policies of the
Urban Tree Canopy overlay. Councils would then be able to access the fund to undertake tree
planting. Council considers that the multiple benefits of widely dispersed tree canopy on private land
cannot simply be replaced by tree planting on public land. Public land is often simply just not
available and even when potentially available, often significantly constrained. Council is concerned
that the proposed offset scheme, together with the Code’s support for substantially reduced private
open space and only minor additional land area contributions from the Code’s ‘soft landscaping’
requirements, may undermine the intent of this Overlay, shift responsibility and costs to Council and
ultimately deliver perverse outcomes.

To address this, it is recommended that any offset scheme should be established to ensure that it is only
used in exceptional circumstances. It needs to include a pricing mechanism that serves as a deterrent to its
general use as a convenient and affordable alternative to tree planting on private land. It is recommended
that further consultation on the development of this scheme is undertaken.

Prescribed Wells Area overlay


no comment

Water Resources overlay
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no comment

Significant Interface Management overlay


The overlay allows for dwellings to be constructed, provided “…it can be demonstrated that the
site of the proposed development is not unreasonably impacted by the hazard or emissions from a
relevant source”. While the intent is understood, the policy provides no guidance to applicants on
what constitutes “unreasonably impacted”. It is considered crucial to provide more guidance on this
matter, given that most applicants would lack a technical understanding of the impacts when
preparing their applications.

To address this, it is recommended that further consideration is given to the structure of the overlay. At
present, Council lacks a definitive understanding of the peninsula’s hazard risk, and errs on the side of
caution in allowing additional residential development in this location (in the absence of further research).
Actions include some or all of the following:
(1) Remove the word “unless” from PO 1.1, along with deleting subclauses (a) and (b);
(2) Remove subclause (b) from DTS/DPF 1.1;
(3) Include statutory referrals to SafeWork SA and/or the Environment Protection Authority (which are
more likely to have the technical expertise to assess impacts than a Council planning officer);
(4) Include additional dwellings and land division as a Restricted Development;
(5) Undertake of a dedicated risk assessment for the Lefevre Peninsula by the state government (as
recommended by the previous Land Uses on Lefevre Peninsula Select Committee of Parliament).



The subzone includes DTS/DPF 1.2, which seeks to limit alterations to a dwelling to no more
than 10% greater than the existing floor area. In contrast, an existing dwelling could be
demolished, and a new dwelling constructed with presumably no such 10% limit. The merits of a
two-tiered approach (depending on whether the house is new or old) is unclear.

To address this, it is recommended that floor area limits are consistent with respect to expansion of
existing dwellings and the construction of new dwellings in their place.

Advertisements - General Development Policy


Generally, this module is lacking in detail compared to the existing Development Plan.

To address this, it is recommended that additional policies are added to prevent the unintended
proliferation of large signage


DTS/DPF 2.1 seeks to provide guidance on advertisements associated with a given tenancy or
retail occupancy. The revised Code wording appears to allow a freestanding advertisement for
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each occupancy, in a shopping centre precinct it theoretically could allow one sign each for a
given pharmacy, supermarket, and post office. This seems to conflict with DTS 2.2.
To address this, it is recommended that the phrasing of reviewed and checked so that it does not
conflict with DTS/DPF 2.2


Apart from DTS/DPF 3.1, this module is lacking in controls for third party advertising, when
compared to the existing Development Plan

To address this, it is recommended that additional policies be added to the module (e.g. PDC 13 from
the existing Development Plan, which states “Third party advertisements related to messages or
products that are not directly related to a lawful primary activity on the land on which the
advertisement is being displayed should not be erected (except where integrated with a bus shelter or
public telephone booth located on a primary or secondary arterial road as shown on Overlay Maps –
Transport”)

Animal Keeping and Horse Keeping - General Development Policy


no comment

Aquaculture - General Development Policy


no comment

Bulk Handling and Storage Facilities - General Development Policy


no comment

Clearance from Overhead Powerlines - General Development Policy


no comment

Design - General Development Policy


DTS/DPF 11.2 is considered to benefit from a slight adjustment of wording

To address this, it is recommended that DTS/DPF 11.2 includes the word ‘readily’ e.g. “Dwellings with
a frontage to a public street have an entry door readily visible from the primary street boundary”.


DTS/DPF 13.1 allows for ancillary development (e.g. ‘granny flats’) to be built on allotments less
than 500 square metres. This is in contrast to the current Development Plan, which seeks a
minimum allotment size of 500 square metres.



DTS 14.1 (as currently worded) could take account of secondary streets and ensure there is not
confusion about interpretation about what provision applies.

To address this, it is recommended that the following rewording be adopted:
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“Garages and carports facing a street:
(a)
are situated so that no part of the garage or carport is in front of any part of the building line
of the dwelling and in any case are set back at least 5.5m from the boundary of the primary street.
(b)
in the case of being sited to the secondary street, no further forward than the building line of
that side of the dwelling closest to the secondary street;
(c)

have:
a.
a garage door /opening width not exceeding 50% of the site frontage unless the
dwelling has two or more building levels at the building line fronting the same public street.
b.
in any case a garage door / opening not exceeding 7m in width (either individually or
collectively).

To address this, it is recommended that ancillary development have a minimum allotment size
requirement of 500 square metres


DTS/DPF 16.1(b)(i) and (ii) are considered to benefit from an adjusted wording.

To address this, it is recommended that DTS/DPF 16.1(b)(i) and (ii) are appended with “… (including
retaining walls of that height)”


DTS/DPF 24.5 seeks that residential driveways (serving more than one dwelling) are designed to
cater for a satisfactory degree of vehicle manoeuvrability. The provision refers to B85 vehicles
(i.e. sedans), but this does not reflect current-day trends in vehicle use (increasing popularity of
larger four-wheel drives and sports utility vehicles)

To address this, it is recommended that references to B85 vehicles in DTS/DPF 24.6 are changed to
B99 vehicles


Table 1 seeks a minimum private open space provision of 24 square metres. This figure is
opposed. It takes no account of research undertaken over decades as to the suitability of Private
Open space dependant of the different configurations of households. A flat figure disadvantages
higher density developments and underserves lower density. The 24 square metres is noted to
be significantly lower than the existing Development Plan (and Residential Code), which range
between 50-75 square metres. It is understood that the proposed 24 square metres should not
necessarily be read in isolation (i.e. it should be read in conjunction with site coverage
requirements in various zones), but it appears that at least some neighbourhood zones (e.g.
Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone) have no explicit site coverage provision.

To address this, it is recommended that the minimum private open space provision in Table 1 be
increased from 24 square metres to the following:
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Dwellings on allotments 299sqm or less - 24sqm behind the building lines



Dwellings on allotments between 300sqm and 450sqm - 20% of the allotment size behind the
building line



Dwellings on allotments 451sqm and greater - 25% of the allotment size behind the building
line

(The proposed dwelling above ground level provisions are considered acceptable.)


The module contains some references to avoiding reflectivity/glare in building materials, but
some infill developments (in recent years) have tended to use reflective roofing materials
(whether iron sheeting or concrete tiles).

To address this, it is recommended that the module include an explicit reference to the avoidance of
highly reflective roofing materials

Design in Urban Areas - General Development Policy


DTS/DPF 8.1(a) and (b) are considered to benefit from a slight adjustment in wording.

To address this, it is recommended that after each subclause, the words “(including retaining walls of
that height)”


DTS/DPF 20.1 (as currently worded) could benefit from taking account of secondary streets, to
ensure there is not confusion in the interpretation of its subclauses.

To address this, it is recommended that DTS/DPF 20.1 is reworded as follows:
Garages and carports facing a street:
(a)
are situated so that no part of the garage or carport is in front of any part of the building line
of the dwelling and in any case are set back at least 5.5m from the boundary of the primary street.
(b)
in the case of being sited to the secondary street, no further forward than the building line of
that side of the dwelling closest to the secondary street;
(c)

have:
a.
a garage door /opening width not exceeding 50% of the site frontage unless the
dwelling has two or more building levels at the building line fronting the same public street.
b.
in any case a garage door / opening not exceeding 7m in width (either individually or
collectively).


DTS/DPF 33.4 seeks that residential driveways (serving more than one dwelling) are designed to
cater for a satisfactory degree of vehicle manoeuvrability. The provision refers to B85 vehicles
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(i.e. sedans), but this does not reflect current-day trends in vehicle use (i.e. increasing popularity
of larger four-wheel drives and sports utility vehicles)
To address this, it is recommended that references to B85 vehicles in DTS/DPF 33.4 are changed to
B99 vehicles


Table 1 seeks a minimum private open space provision of 24 square metres. This figure is
opposed. It takes no account of research undertaken over decades as to the suitability of Private
Open space dependant of the different configurations of households. A flat figure disadvantages
higher density developments and underserves lower density. The 24 square metres is noted to
be significantly lower than the existing Development Plan (and Residential Code), which range
between 50-75 square metres. It is understood that the proposed 24 square metres should not
necessarily be read in isolation (i.e. it should be read in conjunction with site coverage
requirements in various zones), but it appears that at least some neighbourhood zones (e.g.
Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone) have no explicit site coverage provision.

To address this, it is recommended that the minimum private open space provision in Table 1 be
increased from 24 square metres to the following:


Dwellings on allotments 299sqm or less - 24sqm behind the building lines



Dwellings on allotments between 300sqm and 450sqm - 20% of the allotment size behind the
building line



Dwellings on allotments 451sqm and greater - 25% of the allotment size behind the building
line

(The proposed dwelling above ground level provisions are considered acceptable.)


Design Water Sensitive Design requirements have changed in the Code’s 2nd draft compared to the
1st draft – this is not supported. The Water Sensitive Design policy (PO 22.1) from the 1st draft of the
Code for residential development comprising 3 building levels or less should be reinstated. This
policy sought stormwater capture and reuse and improved waterway health from detached, semidetached and row dwellings; the requirement in the 1st draft of a Stormwater Management Plan
must be reinstated to require a mechanism to show how and if stormwater pollution reduction
targets will be met.

To address this, it is recommended that the requirements of the first draft are reinstated

Housing Renewal - General Development Policy


As previously discussed in comments made on various neighbourhood-type zones, dwellings
constructed by the Housing Trust or community housing providers can use assessment pathways
that can effectively bypass requirements for site areas and environmental performance.
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To address this, it is recommended that dwellings by the Housing Trust/community housing providers
be subject to the same policy requirements and assessment pathways as privately built dwellings.


DTS/DPF 10.1 seeks a minimum private open space provision of 24 square metres. This figure is
considered to be too small, compared to references in the existing Development Plan (or
Residential Code) ranging between 50-75 square metres. It is understood that the proposed 24
square metres should not necessarily be read in isolation (i.e. it should be read in conjunction
with site coverage requirements in various zones), but it appears that at least some
neighbourhood zones (e.g. Urban Renewal Neighbourhood Zone) have no explicit site coverage
provision.

To address this, it is recommended that the minimum private open space provision be increased from
24 square metres to 60 square metres.


PO 14.1 allows for housing to provide 1 car parking space for dwellings with 2 or fewer
bedrooms. In the case of 2-bedroom housing, this is a halving of the Development’s Plan’s
current rate, and this is not supported.

To address this, it is recommended that the parking rate for 1- or 2- bedroom dwellings is increased to
2 spaces


DTS/PDF 14.2 and 14.3 refer to a minimum length for cars/parking manoeuvrability of 5.4
metres. However, the length of a 2020 Ford Ranger is greater than this dimension (i.e. 5.446 m
according to Carsguide.com.au). The 2020 Ford Ranger is the second-most popular vehicle sold
in Australia during November 2020 (according to canstar.com.au). On this basis, the Code is not
reflecting current-day trends in vehicle use.

To address this, it is recommended that DTS/DPF 14.2 and 14.3 increase their minimum length of 5.6
metres


DTS/DPF 14.4 set a parking rate for visitor parking of 0.25 spaces per dwelling. This rate is considered
insufficient, and if there are multiple housing renewal projects in a given street, this is likely to lead
to conflicts and complaints regarding insufficient visitor parking

To address this, it is recommended that the visitor parking rate be increased to 0.5 spaces per dwelling



DTS/DPF 17.2(b)(ii) seeks that vehicular access (i.e. driveways) are set back at least 2 metres
from the trunk of a street tree. While this distance is generally acceptable, it is not entirely clear
how this interacts with other significant/regulated tree legislation (outside of the Code) –
especially in the context of tree protection zones and avoidance of root disturbance.

To address this, it is recommended that this DTS/DPF is tested against any relevant significant tree
legislation to ensure that there are no conflicts between them.
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DTS/DPF 17.4 refer to a minimum length for cars/parking manoeuvrability of 5.4 metres.
However, the length of a 2020 Ford Ranger is greater than this dimension (i.e. 5.446 m
according to Carsguide.com.au). The 2020 Ford Ranger is the second-most popular vehicle sold
in Australia during November 2020 (according to canstar.com.au). On this basis, the Code is not
reflecting current-day trends in vehicle use.

To address this, it is recommended that DTS/DPF 17.4 increases its minimum length dimension to
5.6 metres or greater


DTS/DPF 17.5 seeks that residential driveways (serving more than one dwelling) are designed to
cater for a satisfactory degree of vehicle manoeuvrability. The provision refers to B85 vehicles
(i.e. sedans), but this does not reflect current-day trends in vehicle use (increasing popularity of
larger four-wheel drives and sports utility vehicles)

To address this, it is recommended that the 5.4 metre reference is increased to 5.6 metres

Infrastructure and Renewable Energy Facilities - General Development Policy


The module (when compared against the current Development Plan) has limited guidance for
the appropriate placement of telecommunications facilities. It is considered that the Code
should provide a more definitive level of guidance.

To address this, it is recommended that a new Performance Outcome is added to the module, which
sets the following separation distances between telecommunications facilities and certain other
buildings/locations (sourced from the current Development Plan) - 100 metres from any Historic Area
overlay, State Heritage Area, Local Heritage Place, and State Heritage Place


PO 6.1 refers to matters of co-location, but is considered to benefit from adjusted wording to
make the provision stronger.

To address this issue, it is recommended that PO 6.1 be reworded to “The proliferation of
telecommunications facilities in the form of towers/monopoles in any one locality should not occur
and instead be co-located with another facility unless it is demonstrated to not technically be
feasible”.

Interface between Land Uses - General Development Policy


PO 6.1 discusses external light spill, but is considered to benefit from additional detail, to make
its approach consistent with the ‘Noise’ and ‘Air Quality’ provisions.

To address this, PO 6.1 should include an explicit DTS that requires achievement of the maximum level
of acceptable light overspill for residential properties [which points to the Australian Standard AS
4282].
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PO 7.1 seeks to limit the negative effects of development, in relation to solar reflectivity and
glare. The wording seems focussed on ‘adjacent road users’ but the effects of reflectivity/glare
often span much further than adjacent road users.

To address this, it is recommended that PO 7.1 is broadened, to replace the expression “…adjacent
road users” with “…nearby road users and residential occupants”

Land Division - General Development Policy


PO 8.2 is considered to benefit from additional wording.

To address this issue, it is recommended that the existing sentence is appended with “…either from
natural floodwaters or designed stormwater management techniques”.

Marinas and On-Water Structures - General Development Policy


no comment

Open Space and Recreation - General Development Policy


no comment

Resource Extraction - General Development Policy


no comment

Site Contamination - General Development Policy


no comment

Tourism Development - General Development Policy


no comment

Transport, Access and Parking - General Development Policy


PO 3.5 and DTS/DPF 3.5 seeks that mature street trees are not removed or relocated, but the
scope of this is considered to be too limited

To address this, it is recommended that the word ‘mature’ is removed from PO 3.5 and DTS/DPF 3.5,
such that all street trees (regardless of maturity) are protected as a default position


PO 6.7 seeks that on-site visitor parking spaces be accessible to visitors at all times. The policy
lacks and DTS/DPF guidance, however.

To address this, it is recommended that DTS/DPF 6.7 refers to the avoidance of boom gates (that
would otherwise restrict access to a visitor carpark)
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Table 1 sets the car parking rates for various developments. In some cases, the proposed rates
are considered to be too low, or do not match the rates of the existing Development Plan.

To address this, it is recommended that the parking rates in Table 1 are increased as follows:


Ancillary accommodation – increase to 1 additional parking space per development



Bulky goods – increase to 3 spaces per 100m²



Child care centre – increase to 0.8 spaces per child, plus 1 space per employee



Detached dwelling – increase to 2 spaces per dwelling (for 1- and 2-bedroom dwellings)



Educational establishment – change the location of the pickup/set-down area to within the
school site only, rather than “…or on the public realm within 300m of the site”



Funeral parlour – increase to 1 space for every 3 visitor spaces



Group dwellings – increase to 2 spaces per dwelling (for 1- or 2-bedroom dwellings)



Residential flat buildings – increase to 0.5 visitor spaces per dwelling (where development
involves 3+ dwellings)



Residential parks – increase to 2 spaces per dwelling (for 1- or 2-bedroom dwellings)



Residential parks – increase to 0.33 visitor spaces per dwelling (for developments involving 3+
dwellings)



Retail fuel outlet – increase to 5 spaces per 100m² of retail floor space



Supported accommodation – increase to 0.5 spaces per bed



For Table 1, certain parking rates will result in calculations that will end up as a fractional
number (e.g. 3.3 spaces for a residential flat building of 10 units). The Code does not advise
applications or assessing authorities on how to treat these fractional numbers

To address this, it is recommended that a Note be added to Table 1, indicating that any calculations
(ending up with a fractional number) be rounded up to the nearest whole number.

Waste Treatment and Management Facilities - General Development Policy


no comment
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Current Residential Zone, North Haven (South of Victoria Road) Policy Area
59

Include a Minimum allotment size TNV

The Development Plan (i.e. PDCs 2 and 3 of the North Haven (South of
Victoria Road) Policy Area 59) set the following minimum site areas:

Dwellings and residential flat buildings – 350 square metres
And rezone to the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone (if required)

Dwellings – 350 square metres
Residential flat buildings – 350 square metres
It is understood that TNVs for minimum site area in the General
Neighbourhood Zone were disallowed in the TNV matrix. If this is correct,
then rezone the area to a Suburban Neighbourhood Zone

2

Masterplanned Neighbourhood Zones (all instances - Fort Largs, Regency
Park, Northfield, Gilles Plains/Oakden, and Lightsview)

Apply the Urban Tree Canopy overlay

It is considered imperative for these sites to include the same
stormwater/tree overlay requirements as all other neighbourhood-type
zones. The exclusion of the Masterplanned Neighbourhood Zone is
understood to be deliberate, such that stormwater/tree matters would be
entrusted to the developer as part of master planning negotiations with
Councils. This rationale is not supported.

Masterplanned Neighbourhood Zones (Fort Largs, Northfield, Gilles
Plains/Oakden, and Lightsview)

Apply the Stormwater Management overlay

It is considered imperative for these sites to include the same
stormwater/tree overlay requirements as all other neighbourhood-type
zones. The exclusion of the Masterplanned Neighbourhood Zone is
understood to be deliberate, such that stormwater/tree matters would be
entrusted to the developer as part of master planning negotiations with
Councils. This rationale is not supported.

Port River

Adopt a consistent zoning for the Port River i.e. the Coastal Waters and
Offshore Islands Zone, rather than a mix of Recreation Zone and Urban
Activity Centre Zone

The benefits of a disparate zoning (for the same contiguous body of water)
are unclear. There are presumed to be historical reasons for this, but it is
uncertain if thoe historical references are still relevant

3

Off Moorhouse Rd, Gillman
Allotment 500 in Deposited Plan 89039

Realign the Strategic Employment Zone boundary to the cadastre (e.g.
green line below)

It is unclear why the proposed boundary cuts through the allotment in an
irregular manner – the cadastre boundary would seem more logical, and
will simplify matters at the development assessment stage

2 Trigg Street, Blair Athol
(Lots 1-5 in Community Plan 27364)

Rezone to an Urban Renewal Zone (rather than a split zoning of Suburban
Activity Centre & Urban Renewal Zones)

2 Trigg Street is a set of established units. There seems no logical reason
why an integrated group of units should have two different zonings, given
that they were built at the same time, by the same developer, and are
managed by the same Community Corporation.

4

165-179 and 181-193 Days Road, Regency Park

Remove the Emerging Activity Centre subzone from both parcels

Both allotments was rezoned through a DPA gazetted in October 2020, but
did not intend for a formal activity centre as part of the DPA

All blue shaded land (within the Coastal Areas overlay within the Urban
Activity Centre Zone)

Include a TNV for site levels and finished floor levels in the “what policies
apply to an address tool”.

To reflect the intent of existing PDCs 74 and 76 of the Regional Centre Zone
(reproduced below):
Development within 8 metres of the waters edge should not have a site level
less than 3.40 metres Australian Height Datum (AHD) or a habitable floor
level less than 3.65 metres AHD. Where basement or under croft car parking
is proposed, it should be designed to provide a sill height of not less than
3.40 metres AHD or a barrier to prevent inundation of the basement or
under croft area. These levels can be reduced where reasoned technical
arguments in relation to the effects of land subsidence and wave effects
demonstrate that the lower levels provide adequate protection. The form
and layout of development should be designed to enable future flood
protection against a further 0.7 metres of sea level rise and additional land
subsidence by 2100.

5

Over water development should have a floor level of not less than 4.35
metres Australian Height Datum (AHD). Where basement or under croft car
parking is proposed, it should be designed to provide a sill height of not less
than 4.10 metres AHD or a barrier to prevent inundation of the basement or
under croft area. These levels can be reduced where reasoned technical
arguments in relation to the effects of land subsidence and wave effects
demonstrate that the lower levels provide adequate protection.

The Employment Zone off Mersey Rd, Taperoo

Rezone the highlighted area to either the Open Space Zone or the
Infrastructure Zone

The current planning rules for this area establish this area as a buffer area
per the following Development Plan policies
“That portion of the zone located at Taperoo between Willochra Street and
Solvay Road plays an important role in providing a minimum 100 metre
noise separation buffer between residential zoned land to the west and
general industry zoned land to the east. In recognition of this buffer role,
development in this portion of the zone is specifically limited to noise
attenuation measures and railway activities necessary to serve the freight
rail corridor that traverses this land.”
16 Development on land located at Taperoo between Willochra Street
and Solvay Road should:
(a) be for railway activities and noise attenuation measures
(b) be accessed by commercial or heavy vehicle traffic via Willochra
Street and/or Solvay Road with no direct access off Mersey
Road.

6

17

Industrial development, not in association with railway activities,
should be set back a minimum of 100 metres from existing
residential land.

18

Industrial development in association with railway activities should
incorporate suitable noise attenuation measures and be of a high
architectural quality in a contemporary or modern style using high
quality materials.

Existing Contributory Items in the Port Adelaide Enfield Development Plan
 12 Duke Street, Alberton
 68 Queen Street Alberton
 St Georges Street, Alberton
 37 Kalgoorlie Road, Largs Bay
 28 Germein Street, Semaphore
 41 & 41A Esplanade, Semaphore
 56-56A Semaphore Road, Semaphore
 1 Turton Street, Semaphore
 185 Robin Road, Semaphore South

Delete the aforementioned properties from the Representative Buildings
mapping layer

7

The aforementioned Contributory Items (listed in the current Development
Plan) have since been demolished and/or redeveloped as new dwellings

